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Abstract—The ground fixed base stations (BSs) are often
deployed inflexibly, and have high overheads, as well as are
susceptible to the damage from natural disasters, making it
impractical for them to continuously collect data from sensor
devices. To improve the network coverage and performance of
wireless communication, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have
been introduced in diverse wireless networks, therefore in this
work we consider employing a UAV as an aerial BS to acquire
data of agricultural Internet of Things (IoT) devices. To this
end, we first formulate a UAV-assisted data collection multi-
objective optimization problem (UDCMOP) to efficiently collect
the data from agricultural sensing devices. Specifically, we aim
to collaboratively optimize the hovering positions of UAV, visit
sequence of UAV, speed of UAV, in addition to the transmit
power of devices, to simultaneously achieve the maximization
of minimum transmit rate of devices, the minimization of total
energy consumption of devices, and the minimization of total
energy consumption of UAV. Second, the proposed UDCMOP
is a non-convex mixed integer nonlinear optimization problem,
which indicates that it includes continuous and discrete solutions,
making it intractable to be solved. Therefore, we solve it by
proposing an improved multi-objective artificial hummingbird
algorithm (IMOAHA) with several specific improvement factors,
that are the hybrid initialization operator, Cauchy mutation
foraging operator, in addition to the discrete mutation operator.
Finally, simulations are carried out to testify that the proposed
IMOAHA can effectively improve the system performance com-
paring to other benchmarks.

Index Terms—UAV, wireless communication, agricultural In-
ternet of Things, data collection, multi-objective optimization.
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THE Internet of Things (IoT) is a vital technology of
contemporary wireless communication systems [1], and

has been widely applied in diverse fields, such as intelligent
cities [2], smart homes [3], and smart agriculture [4]. Among
them, the IoT in agriculture has developed rapidly and plays a
key role in modern agricultural production. Furthermore, the
rapid implement of IoT tightly depends on the development
of wireless sensors networks (WSNs) [1], which are made up
of massive sensors with the abilities of sensing, processing
and communication. However, due to the constraints of tech-
nology and finance, sensors are battery-powered devices, and
their limited lifetime has a great effect on the performance
improvements and perception ability in WSNs, which results
in a lot of researches devoted to increasing the lifetime of
sensors [5], [6]. Nevertheless, the storage capacity of sensor
is usually limited, and most of them need to upload data to
base stations (BSs) or sink nodes through multiple hops, which
may lead to lower transmit rates and even data loss.

Due to their constantly dropping costs, growing function-
ality, and the ability to introduce appealing applications, un-
manned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are popularly used in numerous
significant wireless communication applications [7]. Further-
more, they have the capacities of low-cost detection and data
analysis, which enables them to be used as aerial base stations
(BSs) for collecting data [8] and relaying data [9]. Moreover,
the application of UAVs in agriculture can greatly reduce
human resources, and the data collected by UAVs can be
timely evaluated and utilized, which is also conducive to mak-
ing accurate judgments and improving crop production [10],
efficiently manage crops [11]. Inspired by the abovementioned
descriptions, applying UAVs into agriculture to observe crop
growth status has attracted great research interest in both
academic and industrial fields.

Nevertheless, in existing UAV-assisted agricultural IoT data
collection scenarios, UAV can obtain data from multiple
sensor devices at the same time. On the one hand, this will
allow devices closer to UAV to transmit data at an optimal
transmit rate, while the transmit rate is relatively lower for
sensor devices that are far away. On the other hand, these
sensor devices are usually not rechargeable or charged by a
power resource, which means that the devices cannot work
continuously. Therefore, it is crucial to upload almost all data
to UAV before the energy is exhausted. For the purpose of
solving the abovementioned challenges, UAV can hover at
different optimal positions to collect data from the covered
sensor devices by optimizing their movement paths and hov-
ering locations. In addition, UAVs will consume nonnegligible
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energy in the process of changing positions and collecting data.

In contrast to earlier works about agricultural IoT, in which
the energy consumed by sensor devices, the transmit rates of
devices, or the energy consumption of UAVs are all taken
into account unilaterally, we comprehensively take these three
indexes as the optimization objectives. Moreover, the optimiza-
tion variables of our proposed problem include the locations
of UAV, speed of UAV, transmit power of sensor devices, and
the visit sequence of UAV, which are respectively continuous
and discrete variables, making it intractable to be tackled. The
multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) have some
advantages in solving multi-objective optimization problems
(MOPs). For example, it does not need to divide a MOP into
multiple single objective subproblems, or convert it into a
single objective problem through multiple conversions. More-
over, it does not require complex and sufficient computational
theoretical knowledge, therefore we adopt the MOEAs to solve
the abovementioned MOPs. Following is a list of the main
contributions of this work:

• We consider such a scenario that a UAV starts from a
given initial location, moves through each agricultural
IoT subarea, then collects data from sensor devices in
the area, and finally uploads data to BS at a given end
location. Moreover, a UAV-assisted data collection multi-
objective optimization problem (UDCMOP) in agricul-
tural IoT is formulated to simultaneously maximize the
minimum transmit rate of sensor devices, minimize the
total energy consumption of devices, and minimize the
total energy consumption of UAV by cooperatively opti-
mizing the positions of UAV, the transmit power of sensor
devices, speed of UAV, in addition to the visit sequences
of UAV.

• In the solutions of the formulated UDCMOP, the posi-
tions and speed of UAV, and transmit power of sensor
devices are all continuous solution components, while the
visit sequence of UAV is discrete solution component,
causing it intractable to be solved. Thereupon, an im-
proved multi-objective artificial hummingbird algorithm
(IMOAHA) is proposed to deal with the problem. Specif-
ically, IMOAHA adopts a hybrid initialization operator to
improve the diversity and quality of the solutions. Then,
a Cauchy mutation foraging operator is used to enhance
the global search capability of IMOAHA. Moreover, a
discrete solution update operator is utilized to enhance
the searching efficiency of discrete solutions, so that
balancing the exploration and exploitation abilities of the
proposed IMOAHA. The abovementioned designs make
IMOAHA appropriate for dealing with the formulated
UDCMOP.

• Comprehensive simulations are executed to assess
the performance and effectiveness of the suggested
IMOAHA, and numerical outcomes show that the sug-
gested scheme simultaneously increase transmit rate, and
decrease energy consumption of sensor devices and UAV
comparing to other methods. Furthermore, a series of
more intuitive outcomes demonstrate that the proposed
IMOAHA is closer to the Pareto Front (PF) than other

comparative approaches.
The rest of this work is organized as follows. Section II

provides some recent related research progresses. The models
and preliminaries are introduced in Section III. Section ??
formulates and analyses UDCMOP in agricultural IoT. The
proposed IMOAHA is presented in Section V. Section VI
shows the results of simulations. Section VII is devoted to
the conclusions.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

In this section, the related works are reviewed, including
the applications of a UAV in agriculture, UAV-assistant fresh
data collection, UAV-assistant energy-efficient data collection,
UAV-assistant data collection of rechargeable WSN, and re-
sources allocation of UAV-assisted WSN.

A. Application of UAV in agriculture

Numerous studies and applications about UAV have been
widely conducted. In [12], the authors investigate the ap-
plication of 20 UAVs in agriculture, including aerial crop
detection and spraying. In order to monitor crops of precision
agriculture, the authors in [13] propose a hierarchical structure
based on the cooperation between UAVs and federated WSNs.
Liu et al. [14] propose a multi-mechanism collaborative im-
proved gray wolf optimization algorithm to solve the issue
of agriculture UAV trajectory planning. In [15], internet of
UAVs is applied to extend the application of insecticidal lamps
IoTs (ILs-IoTs), so that the migratory agricultural pests can be
quickly killed. For the purpose of addressing the constrained
battery capacity of sensor nodes in precision agriculture, a
framework for charging sensor nodes and collecting data of
sensor nodes by using UAVs is proposed in [16]. In response
to the issue of a large amount of data generated by agricultural
production, disaster monitoring, and environmental protec-
tion, the authors in [17] study the “air-to-ground” intelligent
softwarized collection system to complete the data collection
process of IoT nodes. Chen et al. [18] study the application
of agricultural UAVs in orchards, in which UAVs only spray
pesticides where needed, achieving an increase in crop yield
while reducing the use of pesticides.

B. UAV-assisted fresh data collection

The timing of data gathering in current UAV-assisted data
collecting methods is essential to maintain the regular opera-
tion of system. Therefore, the age of information (AoI) has
been used to measure the temporal correlation of the data
packets that have been gathered by devices [19], in which the
propulsion energy consumption of a UAV, average AoI, and the
transmission energy consumption of IoT devices are reduced.
In addition, in order to look for the ideal UAV trajectory and
sensor transmission schedule, Yi et al. [20] investigate the
problem of fresh data collection in UAV-assisted IoT networks
to minimize the weighted sum of AoI. In [21], the peak age
of information (PAoI) of UAV-aided WSNs is reduced by
reducing the block size and the queue length. The authors
in [22] study how to maximize the timeliness of data collection
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under covertness constraints, where UAVs regularly transmit
wireless power to charge IoT devices with limited energy,
which then send the collected data to the UAVs.

C. UAV-assisted energy-efficient data collection

In traditional networks, only the ground BSs are utilized to
realize the functions of data collection and 3D positioning. On
the one hand, the energy consumed by the cell edge devices
is higher, and the height of ground BSs is relatively similar,
which leads to poor positioning performance of the devices in
elevation. To this end, the authors in [23] suggest a new UAV-
assisted IoT network that can minimize the maximum energy
consumption of all devices. In terms of UAV-assisted WSNs
in mountainous locations, a rapid and energy-efficient data
gathering system is created with the aid of a UAV acting as a
data mule [24]. Hao et al. [25] study the data acquisition issue
in UAV-enabled IoT to minimize the task completion time of
UAV while further reducing the energy consumption of UAVs.
On the other hand, the task completion time is closely related
with the data volume. Zhan et al. [26] investigate the problem
of data collection of a group of sensor nodes in a WSN assisted
by multiple UAVs to minimize the maximum task completion
time of all UAVs, while making each sensor node successfully
upload target data under a given energy budget.

D. UAV-assisted data collection of rechargeable WSN

Wireless power transmission (WPT) is a promising tech-
nology for supplementing sensor devices with limited battery
capacity, and the combination of UAVs and WPT technology
has been studied in [27], in which the total energy received
by all sensors is maximized to determine the best method for
UAV deployment. So as to maximize the remaining energy of
UAV in solar powered UAV system while the requirements
of IoTDs are satisfied, the scheduling of IoTDs and UAV
three-dimensional (3D) trajectory are jointly optimized in [28].
Since UAVs have a finite amount of energy, in order to offer
continuous coverage and long-term information services for
IoT nodes, the authors in [29] investigate energy-efficient
cooperative solutions for rechargeable UAVs to maximizes the
energy efficiency of the system. In [30], multiple UAVs have
been used in IoT networks to study the data collection issue,
in which multiple IoT devices are initially powered by UAVs
using WPT, and after that, the powered IoT devices use the
energy to upload data to UAVs.

E. Resources allocation of UAV-assisted WSN

The authors in [31] study resource allocation in UAV net-
works using non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) to alle-
viate the spectrum underutilization problem of single-channel
orthogonal multiple access. In [32], the authors use UAVs
as relays to maximize secrecy-energy-efficiency. In wireless
systems where UAVs serve as aerial BSs to provide downlink
data services to ground users, in order to maximize system
throughput, wang et al. [33] jointly consider the subchannel
assignment, UAV trajectory, and power allocation at per time
slot. To maximize the throughput of secondary user (SU),

Yu et al. [34] jointly optimize the power allocation of UAV,
trajectory of UAV, in addition to the passive beamforming
of RIS. In [35], the impact of UAV jitter on the security
performance has been studied by taking into account the secure
uplink transmission of analog cooperative beamforming from
ground nodes to a UAV receiver. The authors in [36] maximize
the average achievable secrecy rate of the secondary system
by jointly optimize the transmit power and 3D trajectory of
UAV. Liu et al. [37] study the dual-UAV-assisted IoT with
NOMA, which ensures a certain throughput while reducing
UAV energy consumption.

Although the energy consumed by the devices, the end-
to-end data transmission rate, or the energy consumption of
the UAVs is taken into account in the works abovementioned,
and did not simultaneously consider these three objectives.
Especially in the application of UAVs in agriculture, there is
almost no research on trajectory of UAVs for the purposes of
data collection. Therefore, our work focuses on this gap, and
simultaneously address these three objectives to improve the
performance of the system.

III. SYSTEM MODELS AND PRELIMINARIES

This section will briefly introduce the UAV-assisted system
model of agricultural IoT, and the energy consumption models
of IoT devices and UAV.

A. Scenarios and communication model

As shown in Fig. 1, K IoT devices are placed on the
farmland to observe crop growth, soil temperature, and soil
moisture, and the farmland is divided into several subarea
without overlapping. A UAV is deployed over the monitor area
to gather the sensing data from devices, and it is assumed that
all sensor nodes are static in our work.

Without loss of generality, the 3D coordinate of UAV hover-
ing at position u can be expressed as Uu = [xu, yu, z] ∈ R1×3,
in which the altitude z of UAV is a fixed constant. Let
S = {sk, 1 ≤ k ≤ K} represent the coordinate set of the
IoT devices on the farmland, with sk = [xk, yk] ∈ R1×2

denoting the horizontal coordinate of device sk ∈ S. We
divide K devices into U clusters, and the devices in the
same cluster upload data to UAV by employing time division
multiple access (TDMA) technology to reduce the intra-cluster
interference. The cluster can be given by Cu, and the set of
clusters can be expressed as C = {C1, C2, ..., CU}. Moreover,
it is supposed that the specific locations of these devices
are known to UAV in advance, such that it can perform the
trajectory planning. Moreover, the distance d(sk, u) between
device sk and UAV hovering at position u is stated as follows:

d(sk, u) =
√
(xu − xk)2 + (yu − yk)2 + z2. (1)

The data volume of device sk to be transmitted to the UAV
is randomly distributed within the range of (Qmin, Qmax), in
which Qmin and Qmax are the minimum and maximum data
volume accumulated by devices, respectively. In the system
under consideration, there may be both line-of-sight (LoS) and
non-line-of-sight (NLoS) links between the devices and UAV.
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Fig. 1. UAV-assisted agricultural IoT model.

With the changing of UAV position, the probability of LoS link
may vary. In addition, due to the uncertain obstacles such as
taller species, there may still be NLoS link between terrestrial
devices and UAV. Correspondingly, the LoS probability from
device sk to UAV hovering at position u is designed as [38].

PLoS,θ
k,u =

1

1 + C exp[−Bc(θk,u)− C]
, (2)

where C and Bc denote two constants, which are determined
by the environment (such as rural, urban and dense urban) and
carrier frequency, respectively. θk,u represents the elevation
angle from device sk to UAV at the location u, which is
computed by θk,u = (180/π) arcsin(H/dk,u). The NLoS
probability is denoted by PNLoS,θ

k,u = 1 − PLoS,θ
k,u . Moreover,

the pathloss of LoS and NLoS links can be calculated as [39]:

hL
k,u = β0d

−αL

k,u , hN
k,u = µ0β0d

−αN

k,u , (3)

where the additional signal attenuation factor caused by NLoS
propagation is represented by µ0 [39]. β0 denotes the average
reference channel power gain in LoS link. Therefore, the
average pathloss from the device sk to UAV at position u
is given by:

gk,u = PLoS,θ
k,u hL

k,u +
(
1− PLoS,θ

k,u

)
hN
k,u. (4)

Let pk denote the transmit power of device sk when it of-
floads data to UAV. The binary variable ck,u is used to indicate
whether the device sk uploads data to UAV. Specifically, if
the UAV hovers over the area u (u ∈ C) where the device sk
belongs, then ck,u = 1, otherwise ck,u = 0. Therefore, when
the device sk is used to upload data, the transmit rate from
device sk to the UAV deployed at position u can be calculated
as [40]:

Rk,u = ck,uB log2

(
1 +

pkgk,u
σ2

)
, (5)

where the channel bandwidth is represented as B in Hz, and
σ2 denotes the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the
kth terrestrial IoT device.

B. Energy consumption model of device

We assume that the data sensed by devices will be im-
mediately transmitted to the communicated UAV, and the
computing task will not be performed locally on the de-
vices. Therefore, the energy consumption generated by devices
computing will not be considered in this work. In addition,
the communication energy consumption Ek,u of device k is
mainly used to upload data to UAV that hovers at position u,
and the corresponding expression can be designed as:

Ek,u = pktk,u = pk
Qk,u

Rk,u
= C

pkQk,u

log2
(
1 +

pkgk,u

σ2

) , (6)

where Qk,u and tk,u represent the data volume to be uploaded
by device sk to UAV hovering at position u, and the required
time, respectively, in addition to C = 1/(ck,uB).

C. Energy consumption model of UAV

The propulsion energy consumption and communication
energy consumption make up the majority of energy consumed
by UAVs [41]. Specifically, in our considered scenario, the
former is used to keep the UAV moving up or forward, while
the latter mostly includes communication circuitry, signal
processing and signal reception, etc. The energy consumptions
during UAV hovering (i.e., data uploading) and UAV move-
ment are designed as follows.

1) UAV movement phase: Similar to [41], we adopt the
fly-hover-communication protocol, which indicates that the
UAV will not communicate with any device during movement.
When UAV moves between multiple hovering points with a
fixed speed V , the consumed power can be modeled as [41]:

P (V ) =P0

(
1 +

3V 2

U2
tip

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

blade profile

+

Pi

(√
1 +

V 4

4v40
− V 2

2v20

)1/2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
induced

+
1

2
d0ρsAaV

3︸ ︷︷ ︸
parasite

,

(7)

where Utip and v0 represent the tip speed of the rotor blade
and the mean rotor induced velocity, respectively. s and d0
indicate the rotor solidity and fuselage drag ratio, respectively.
Moreover, Aa and ρ respectively denote the rotor disc area
and air density. The energy consumed by UAV during its
movement can be calculated as follows:

Em = P (V )
D

V
, (8)

where D represents the total path length of UAV movement.
It is noted that the speed of a UAV flying from one hovering
point to another is fixed, while the speed may vary between
two different flight segments. Note that in this article, we
ignore the acceleration since it only accounts for a small part
of UAV braking process.
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2) UAV hovering phase: To gather data from the devices,
the UAV hovers at a predetermined point for a while, and the
consumed energy is calculated by:

Eu = (P0 + Pi)tk,u, (9)

where P0 and Pi are obtained when the speed of UAV is
set to 0, which are determined by the weight of a UAV, air
density and rotor disk area of a UAV [41]. Moreover, tk,u is
the time spent by the UAV in the uth hovering position and
communicates with the device sk.

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND ANALYSIS

A. Problem formulation

Considering a scenario of agricultural IoT shown in Fig. 1,
a UAV is dispatched to collect data from K IoT devices of
farmland, that are divided into several separate subareas. Since
there are diverse channels between the UAV and different
devices, the data rate of these devices will be different, re-
sulting in different energy consumption of devices. Moreover,
once these devices are installed, they cannot be moved, which
means that it is often unrealistic to deploy a UAV only in a
fixed position. Therefore, the data of devices can be efficiently
collected by optimizing the hovering location and moving path
of UAVs.

However, deploying a UAV in such a scenario also confronts
with several challenges. First, when a UAV is deployed in one
location, it often covers multiple sensor devices. The devices
that are far away from the UAV will experience more complex
and longer transmission channels, resulting in relatively lower
transmit rate. Second, different distances between the devices
and UAV will bring uneven energy consumption for data
transmission, which indicates that the devices with longer
distance will consume more energy for transmitting data
to UAV. Finally, during the deployment of a UAV, it will
consume corresponding energy of a UAV, which will affect
the communication performance and lifetime of the system.

To sum up, there is a balanced relationship between the
challenges abovementioned, which must be comprehensively
taken into account. In addition, the speed of of a UAV
will have an effect on the moving energy consumption of
UAV, therefore it needs to be considered. Moreover, the
transmit power of the devices can also affect the lifetime
of the system. Therefore, we formulate a UDCMOP, to si-
multaneously maximize the minimum transmit rate of de-
vices, minimize the total energy consumption of devices,
and minimize the total energy consumption of a UAV by
cooperatively optimizing the deployment of a UAV [X,Y] =
{x1, ..., xu, ..., xU , y1, ..., yu, ..., yU}, visit sequence of a UAV
at different locations C = {C1, ..., Cu, ..., CU}, speed of a
UAV V = {V1, ..., Vu, ..., VU}, and transmit power of devices
P = {p1, ..., pK}. Consequently, the solution of the formulated
UDCMOP can be stated as X = [X,Y,C,V,P], followed by
a description of the corresponding optimization goals.

1) Objective 1: Maximize the minimum transmit rate of
devices (MMTRD). Data transmit rate can well evaluate the
performance of data transmission of devices in UAV-assisted
agricultural IoT system. In order to increase the fairness

of system, we take into account maximizing the minimum
transmit rate of all devices, and the first objective function
can be expressed as follows:

f1(X) = min
k

{Rk,u}, k ∈ K, (10)

2) Objective 2: Minimize the total energy consumption of
devices (MTECD). One of the most key indicators to evaluate
the effectiveness of the UAV-assisted agricultural IoT data
gathering system is the energy consumption of the devices.
Therefore, we consider minimizing the total energy consumed
by all devices, and the second objective function is written as
follows:

f2(X) =

K∑
k=1

Ek,u, (11)

3) Objective 3: Minimize the total energy consumption
of a UAV (MTECU). In order to collect data under the
consideration of the above two conditions, UAV needs to
find the optimal hovering position, which will increase the
corresponding mobile energy consumption. In addition, when
devices upload data to the UAV at the corresponding location,
the UAV remains in a hovering state, which will generate
hovering energy consumption. Therefore, we define the third
objective function as follows:

f3(X) = Eu + Em, (12)

According to the descriptions above, the UDCMOP in the
considered UAV-assisted data collection agriculture IoT can
be formulated as follows:

min
X

F = {−f1, f2, f3} (13a)

s.t. C1 : Xmin ⩽ xu ⩽ Xmax,∀u, (13b)
C2 : Ymin ⩽ yu ⩽ Ymax,∀u, (13c)
C3 : Pmin ⩽ pk ⩽ Pmax,∀k, (13d)
C4 : Vmin ⩽ Vu ⩽ Vmax,∀u, (13e)
C5 : ck,u ∈ {0, 1},∀k, ∀u, (13f)
C6 : C ∈ {C1, ..., CU}, (13g)

where constraints C1 and C2 together specify the movement
area of a UAV. Constraint C3 ensures that each device
transmits data with the power within the power constraints. C4
limits the speed of a UAV in various path segments. Moreover,
ck,u is used to represent the association relationship between
the devices and UAV. The constraint C6 is used to limit the
visit sequence of a UAV, in which U is the number of UAV
hovering, and it is also the amount of subareas. For ease of
searching, we generalize the notations used throughout the
paper in Table I.

B. Problem analysis

1) Trade-offs: In the formulated UDCMOP, if the device
transmits data with a smaller minimum transmit rate, it will
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF NOTATIONS.

Notation Physical meaning
B Bandwidth
W Aircraft weight in kg
ρ Air density in kg/m3

R Rotor radius in meter (m)
Aa Rotor disc area in m2, Aa ≜ πR2

Ω Blade angular velocity in radians/second
Utip Tip speed of the rotor blade (m/s), Utip ≜ ΩR

s Rotor solidity
d0 Fuselage drag ratio
v0 Mean rotor induced velocity in hover
p0 Blade profile power in hovering status
V The movement speed of UAV
Pi Induced power in hovering status
µ0 Additional signal attenuation factor due to the NLoS propagation
αL Average path loss exponents for the LoS
αN Average path loss exponents for the NLoS
C Constant depending on the environment
Bc Constant depending on the environment
σ2 Noise variance
β0 Average reference channel gain

consume less energy of evices. However, it will result in a
longer hovering time for UAV, and consume higher hovering
energy of UAV. The energy consumption of hovering and
moving of UAV are composed of total energy consumption
of UAV, therefore the total energy consumption will also
increase. On the contrary, if the devices transmit data at a
higher rate, it will consume a larger amount of transmit power
of devices. Then the hovering time of UAV is shortened,
and the consumed hovering energy is reduced, leading to
smaller total energy consumption of the UAV. In summary,
there is a balanced relationship between the three objectives
abovementioned.

On the other hand, problem (13) essentially involves si-
multaneously optimizing the three objective functions (i.e.,
f1, f2, and f3) via jointly optimizing X,Y,C,V, and P.
However, with respect to the hovering position {X,Y} and
visit sequence C of UAV, most of the existing works are
to separately optimize them [42], [43], while the problem of
simultaneously optimizing hovering point and visit sequence
of UAV is currently not solved. Therefore, in this work, we
have carried out a series of works to address this issue.

The developed UDCMOP is not a continuous decision
problem, but a discrete and continuous combination decision
problem. In addition, there is a balanced relationship between
these objectives, and it is complicated to be solved, while
MOEAs can be used to solve such problems. Therefore,
we employ one of MOEAs, namely MOAHA, as the basic
algorithm to solve our developed UDCMOP, and the details
are provided in Section V.

2) NP-hardness: In proposed UDCMOP, the third part of
the solutions, namely the visit sequence C of UAV, mainly
has an effect on the moving distance of the UAV, which
ultimately has an impact on the energy consumed by UAV,
namely the third objective of problem (13). Moreover, we
consider a special case of problem (13), where the UAV

starts from the starting position to the end position, hovering
once over each subarea, and there is no intersection on the
path to the end position. The determined visit sequence can
make the path of the UAV shortest, so that minimizing the
energy consumption of the UAV. This problem is essentially
the same as the selective traveling salesman problem (TSP)
(or orienteering problem), known as NP-hard [44], [45].

Therefore, problem (13) is also NP-hard when the UAV
hovers over other subareas, and it is more challenging to
acquire the optimal solution than TSP.

V. METHODOLOGY

In this section, an IMOAHA method is suggested to tackle
the formulated UDCMOP of UAV-assisted agricultural IoT.

A. Motivation

The three optimization objective functions in formulated
UDCMOP need to be optimized at the same time. Further-
more, the developed UDCMOP is a nonlinear mixed inte-
ger programming problem, causing it more complicated and
difficult to be solved via utilizing traditional mathematical
methods, such as convex/concave optimization, in addition to
the gradient descent method. However, as one of the popular
methods for solving multiple objective functions simultane-
ously, MOEAs typically combine these functions and there
is no requirement to separate them into multiple independent
single objectives or linearly weight these objective functions
to solve.

Moreover, compared to other methods, the MOEAs require
few parameters to be adjusted, and they have the fast conver-
gence rate. Specifically, they can find the optimal solution in a
reasonable calculation time, and can effectively solve the NP-
hard problem. In addition, they have attracted many attention
of researchers because of their ability to solve multidimen-
sional, multimodal, combinatorial and large-scale search space
problems, such as, multi-objective whale optimization algo-
rithm (MOWOA) [46], multi-objective atomic orbital search
(MOAOS) [47], in addition to the multi-objective crystal
structure algorithm (MOCryStAl) [48].

The AHA is a novel population based algorithm [49], and
is inspired by the distinct flight ability and foraging behavior
of hummingbirds. The distinct foraging, flight, and unique
memory updating mechanisms of hummingbirds cooperatively
make AHA vastly different from other algorithms [50]. More-
over, AHA has the capacity and competitiveness in terms
of computational accuracy and time, and can rapidly and
accurately discover the global optimal solution comparing
to other algorithms [51]. In addition, due to its superior
performance and characteristics, AHA is a potential candidate
for conversion to a multi-objective version for the purpose
of solving MOPs [52]. Therefore, the multi-objective AHA
(MOAHA) [52] is suggested and applied into actual engi-
neering MOPs, and shows excellent performance. Thereupon,
we employ it to solve the formulated UDCMOP. However,
this method faces with some issues when dealing with the
UDCMOP provided in (13):
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1) The formulated UDCMOP is composed of continuous
and discrete solutions, i.e., (X,Y,V,P) and C, which makes
it laborious to be solved by using the conventional MOAHA.

2) In order to solve problem (13), we collaboratively opti-
mize the horizontal location of UAV (X,Y), the visit sequence
of UAV C, the speed of UAV V, and the transmit power of
devices P. Therefore, the solution dimensions can be denoted
as (4 × U + K). It can be seen that the scale of the solution
increases as the increase of hovering times of UAV and amount
of IoT devices, which means that the increasing of U and
K will have a great effect on the scale of the formulated
UDCMOP.

3) The physical meaning of each component of solutions in
the UDCMOP is different, which means that their value ranges
are also different. Moreover, the standard MOAHA can be
used to solve the problems of continuous solutions, while they
are not suitable for solving the problems of hybrid solutions.

Therefore, all of the aforementioned difficulties have driven
us to enhance the standard MOAHA in an effort to deal with
the developed UDCMOP.

B. Conventional MOAHA

The foraging and flight behavior of hummingbirds in nature,
particularly their guided, territorial, and migratory foraging
behaviors, served as an inspiration for the invention of AHA.
In addition, three flight strategies are considered in the process
of foraging, e.g., the axial flight, diagonal flight, and omnidi-
rectional flight. MOAHA mainly includes three mechanism to
make it suitable for solving MOPs, that are an external archive
mechanism, a dynamic elimination-based crowding distance
(DECD) method, and a solution update mechanism based on
non-dominated solutions (NDS).

1) External archive: In order to preserve a fixed number of
optimal non-dominated solutions during the iteration process,
an external archive is introduced into MOAHA. In the initial
population, all non dominated solutions will be saved in the
archive.

2) Solution update mechanism based on NDS: In NDS
strategy, all solutions are sorted according to NDS, with solu-
tions dominated by fewer solutions having higher dominance
levels, and all solutions are ranked according to their non-
dominated levels. Three update expression are as follows:

xi(t+1) =


vi(t+ 1), vi ∈ Fp, xi ∈ Fq, and p < q{
vi(t+ 1), vi ∈ Fp, xi ∈ Fq, p = q, and rand < 0.5,

xi(t), vi ∈ Fp, vi ∈ Fq, p = q, and rand ≥ 0.5,

xi(t), vi ∈ Fp, xi ∈ Fq and p > q,
(14)

where Fp and Fq are the pth and qth fronts in NDS. vi(t+1)
is the candidate solution at the (t + 1)th iteration. xi(t) and
xi(t+ 1) are the positions of the ith food source at iterations
t and t+ 1.

3) Dynamic elimination-based crowding distance(DECD):
To increase the variety of solutions, the crowding distance is
introduced as a powerful parameter-free technique [53], which
can maintain a fixed-size external archive after removing
excessive solutions with minimum crowding distance [54].

Whenever a solution is removed, the crowding distance rank-
ing of the remaining solutions will change, reducing the
diversity of solutions. This means that the archiving process
based on crowding distance is not conducive to maintaining the
sustainable diversity of Pareto set (PS). Therefore, an external
archive with DECD is proposed. In PS, after the solution with
the minimum crowding distance is removed, only the crowding
distance of the solution closest to the removed solution is
updated, and the crowding distance of the remaining solutions
remains unchanged. Moreover, the pseudocode and details of
MOAHA can be found in [52].

C. IMOAHA

For the purpose of solving the defined UDCMOP, we
suggest an IMOAHA in this section. The performance of the
IMOAHA is strengthened by incorporating three improved
factors, that are the hybrid initialization operator, Cauchy
mutation foraging operator, as wel as the discrete mutation
operator, and the details are stated as follows.

1) Hybrid initialization operator: In MOEAs, including
MOAHA, the population is randomly initialized, which makes
the solution easy to sink into the local optimum during the
evolution process. Therefore, it is significant to strengthen the
initialization operator of the solutions.

Chaotic systems are characterized by ergodicity, periodic
oscillation, sensitivity to initial conditions, and inherent ran-
domness [55], making them widely applied in various appli-
cations, including engineering fields. Moreover, it is shown
in many numerical results that the initialization of algorithm
in search space can be improved by using chaotic sequences
in optimization algorithm [55]. The sensitivity of chaotic
sequences to initial conditions makes them show unpredictable
long-term behavior, which helps to track chaotic variables [55].
Therefore, in order to strengthen the quality of the solutions,
a hybrid initialization operator is proposed, which consists of
chaotic sequences and random sequences. The former is used
to generate a set of continuous variables of MOAHA, and the
latter is used to initialize discrete variables.

In this paper, the Tent map is used to generate continuous
variables of UDCMOP (including the horizontal coordinates
of UAV, the speed of UAV, in addition to the transmit power
of devices), and the expression is designed as follows:

randx1 =

{
randx0/d · rand, if randx0 < 0.7,

e · (randx0 − 1) · rand, otherwise,
(15)

x = L+ randx1 · (U − L), (16)

where d, e, and randx0 are three constants [56]. rand is a
random number between (0, 1). randx1 denotes the random
number of continuous variables used to generate UDCMOP so-
lutions. In addition, L and U are the minimum and maximum
values of continuous variables, respectively. As mentioned
above, in the developed UDCMOP, the dimensions of the
optimization variables are composed of a variety of diverse
physical meanings, which indicates that the associated search
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ranges are also varied [57]. Therefore, during initialization,
in terms of the solutions with distinct physical meanings, we
should set distinct value ranges, which means that the values of
L and U are various with respect to diverse physical meanings.
In addition, for the discrete part of the solutions, we initialize
it according to the ascending order of the number of UAV
hovering points.

2) Cauchy mutation foraging operator: The Cauchy mu-
tation component is added into the global search phase to
enhance the capacity of global search of IMOAHA. The
random mutation process known as “Cauchy mutation” is
based on the Cauchy distribution, and has been shown to have
strong convergence and the ability to avoid local optimum
[58]. Moreover, Cauchy mutation has been combined with
meta-heuristic algorithms to strengthen the performance of
original methods, like differential evolutionary (DE) [58], krill
herd (KH) [59]. The probability density function of Cauchy
mutation is provided as follows [59]:

F (x) =
1

2
+

1

π
arctan(

x

t
), (17)

where t > 0 represents the scalar factor. Moreover, in original
MOAHA, the proportion of guided foraging is equal to that
of territorial foraging, and a hummingbird can either perform
guided foraging or territorial foraging, which will result in a
smaller search scope and poor diversity of solutions. There-
fore, Cauchy mutation is used to conduct another mutation on
the basis of guided foraging, which improves the exploration
ability of the solutions, and enhances the evolutionary perfor-
mance of the population [60]. Note that Cauchy mutation is
only applied to the evolution of horizontal position and speed
of UAV. The specific expression of Cauchy mutation foraging
operator is calculated as follows:

Popnew = Archpop(randi([1 q])) +Archpop(randi([1 q]))

· E · 1/(π · (rand2 + 1)),
(18)

where Popnew denotes the new individual generated by
Cauchy mutation. Archpop represents the optimal individual
stored in archive, and randi() is used to generate a random
integer number between 1 and q, wherein q is the length of
respective individual with various physical meanings. Note
that the length of each solution component of the formulated
UDCMOP is different, which means that the value of q is
different with respect to the horizontal position and speed of
UAV. Moreover, E = 0.1 · rand and 0.01 for the horizontal
position and speed of UAV, respectively, which are determined
by their respective search scope. The Cauchy mutation forag-
ing operator is given in Algorithm 1.

3) Discrete mutation operator: In this section, we propose
a discrete mutation operator to optimize the discrete part of
the solution, in order to compensate for the shortcomings of
conventional MOEAs that only solve continuous solutions.

In the phase of guided foraging, hummingbirds will visit the
food source that has the largest quantity of nectar-refilling.
The food source with the largest amount of nectar-refilling
represents that the hummingbirds have the optimal objective
function values. Therefore, in guided foraging stage, the

Algorithm 1 Cauchy mutation foraging operator.
Require: nPop denotes the population size; Itermax rep-

resents the maximum iteration numbers; L and U are
the range of variables; Archmax constraints the size of
archive;

1: Perform discrete mutation operator according to Algo-
rithm 2;

2: if rand < 0.5 then
3: Perform guided foraging;
4: if rand < 0.2 then
5: Refer to Eq. (18), Cauchy mutation is performed

on the corresponding dimensions of individual in the
population.

6: end if
7: else
8: Perform territorial foraging;
9: end if

Fig. 2. Solution distributions obtained by different algorithms in Case 1 (6
UAV hovering points).

visiting order of hummingbirds will inherit the visiting order
of the first individual in population, which ensures that the
foraging behavior of hummingbirds can be updated with the
renewal of population, and enhance the exploration capacity of
the solutions. In addition, the optimal non-dominated solution
in MOAHA will be saved to the external archive. Therefore,
in territory foraging phase, we randomly select an individual
among the external archive to enable the hummingbirds to
forage according to the visit order of the individuals, which
can ensure the hummingbirds to update among the optimal
solutions and speed up the convergence. It is worth pointing
out that in the process of updating solutions of the improved
algorithm and other comparison algorithms, the discrete parts
are updated by using discrete mutation operator, and the
specifics are shown in Algorithm 2.

D. Complexity of the proposed algorithm

The computational complexity O(IMOAHA) of IMOAHA
is mainly calculated as O(non-dominated sorting) +
O(Deleting element and updating archive) + O(Calculating
crowding distance)+ O(dynamic elimination-based crowding
distance) + O(Performing the foraging phase). These
parameters will be determined by the population size N , the
maximum iteration numbers It, and the number of objective
functions M . d and D are the dimensions of discrete and
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Algorithm 2 Discrete mutation operator.
Require: Refer to Algorithm 1;

Discrete mutation operator:
Generate: Randomly generate a set of visit sequences of
UAV C;
Select: Randomly select two individuals index1 and index2
from C;
Judge and exchange: Judge whether the values of these two
individuals are equal, and if not, exchange them;

Ensure: Output a new sequence.

Fig. 3. Movement path of 6 UAV hovering points obtained by different
algorithms.

continuous solution in solution space, respectively. In this
work, to facilitate analysis, the size of the external archive is
set to be the same as that of the population.

Although the hybrid initialization operator enhances the
quality of initialization solutions of IMOAHA, the compu-
tational complexity remains unchanged comparing to conven-
tional MOAHA. In foraging phases, the complexity of discrete
mutation operator is O(TNd). The computational complex-
ity of the original guided foraging is O(0.5TMN), while
the Cauchy mutation foraging operator has O(0.2TMN)
complexity. The non-dominated sorting requires O(TMN2)
computational complexity.

When updating the archive and removing elements with
the least crowding distance from population, the computa-
tional difficulty is O(TMN2logN). Calculating the crowding
distance between two adjacent elements has a computational
complexity of O(2TMN). Therefore, it has O(TMN2logN)
computational complexity in dynamic elimination-based

crowding distance operator. Moreover, in territorial and mi-
gration foraging phases, O(TMN) and O(0.5TM/N) com-
putational complexities are required, respectively. To sum up,
the overall complexity of IMOAHA is O(TMN2logN).

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Simulation setups

In this work, we conduct a series of simulations in Matlab
2021a for verifying the performance of IMOAHA to solve the
formulated UDCMOP. The computer used for the simulation
is with a AMD (R) 7 5700G Radeon Graphics 3.8 GHz, and
the RAM is 16 G.

It is assumed that the size of the agriculture area is set to 1
km × 1 km, and the altitude of UAV is set to 100 m. Then the
minimum and maximum power of UAV (i.e., Pmin and Pmax)
are respectively set to 0.1 W and 10 W. The aircraft weight
of UAV W is 2 kg. ρ and R are set to 1.225 kg/m3 and 0.4
m, respectively. The rotor disc area Aa, tip speed of the rotor
blade Utip, and blade angular velocity Ω are set to 0.503 m2,
120 m/s and 300 r/s, respectively. s and d0 are set to 0.05 and
0.6, respectively. v0 and p0 in hovering are set to 4.03 and
79.8563, respectively. Moreover, Pi is set to 96.6850 w. The
additional signal attenuation factor due to NLoS propagation
is -20 dB. For LoS and NLoS, the average path loss exponents
are respectively 2.5 and 3.5. The two constants depending on
environment C and Bc are set to 11.95 and 0.136, respectively.
The channel bandwidth and noise variance are given by B
= 10 MHz and σ2 = -110 dBm, respectively. The reference
channel gain β0 is set to -60 dB. The speed V of UAV in
different path segments can be randomly sampled from (10,
20) in m/s. d = 0.7, e = 10/3 and randx0 = 0.6. t = 1
[59]. In addition, for the purpose of avoiding random bias, the
maximum iteration number is set to 200, and each algorithm
is run 30 times. The remaining parameters can refer to [41].

In this paper, we organize two groups of comparative
experiments to verify the performance and effectiveness of
the IMOAHA. On the one hand, in terms of the hovering
number of UAV, we set it to 6 and 8, which correspond
to the number of farmland blocks in the entire agricultural
area. On the other hand, for the comparative algorithms,
several comparison methods, such as MOCryStAl, multi-
objective artificial vultures optimization algorithm (MOAVOA)
[61], MOAOS, the conventional MOAHA, and the proposed
IMOAHA are introduced to testify the performance of the
proposed algorithm.

B. Optimization results

In this section, the optimization outcomes obtained by
the proposed IMOAHA and other comparison methods are
presented.

1) Case 1: The optimization results of 6 UAV hovering
points: In this section, in an effort to verify the performance
and effectiveness of the suggested IMOAHA, UAV communi-
cates with 100 sensor devices in the farmland by hovering
in 6 optimal positions. The numerical results achieved by
different methods mentioned above are given in Table II in
terms of MMTRD f1, MTECD f2, as well as MTECU f3.
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Fig. 4. Transmission power consumed by all devices under different algo-
rithms in Case 1 (6 UAV hovering points).

As can be seen, the suggested IMOAHA performs best on all
optimization objectives.

TABLE II
NUMERICAL RESULTS ACHIEVED BY DIFFERENT METHODS FOR CASE 1 (6

HOVERING POINTS).

Algorithm f1(bps) f2(J) f3(J)
MOGWO 13626.3592 1014.0016 58698.0896

MOCrystal 3898.8019 6003.8599 54867.0351
MOAVOA 6062.8155 3252.3388 71387.6427
MOAOS 4585.2640 6935.7325 52027.5845
MOAHA 15048.1190 403.3498 42636.2888

IMOAHA 16435.3817 135.8534 38254.0313

TABLE III
THE TRAJECTORY LENGTH OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS OF TWO CASES.

Algorithm UAV trajectory length
of Case 1 (m)

UAV trajectory length
of Case 2 (m)

MOGWO 2838.5878 4257.6000
MOCrystal 4033.4117 4587.1870
MOAVOA 3366.9719 4806.1397
MOAOS 4261.6204 4915.4896
MOAHA 2300.3954 3095.7916
IMOAHA 2821.2000 3967.8072

Fig. 5. Solution distributions obtained by different algorithms in Case 2 (8
UAV hovering points).

In addition, the distribution results of solutions obtained
by different MOEAs are shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen
that the suggested IMOAHA approach is more appropriate for

Fig. 6. Movement path of 8 UAV hovering points obtained by different
algorithms.

solving the defined UDCMOP than other approaches since the
solutions it produces are closer to the optimal solution (i.e.,
the PF depicted in these figures) than those produced by other
methods. It is noted that the values listed here are the average
of 200 iterations.

The movement path and corresponding trajectory length of
UAV in case 1 during communicating with devices are shown
in Fig. 3 and Table III, which mean that the UAV hovering
at each position can communicate with the devices in the
monitoring area. Moreover, the transmit power consumed by
all devices under diverse algorithms is shown in Fig. 4.

2) Case 2: The optimization results of 8 UAV hovering
points: In this section, UAV communicates with devices in the
farmland by hovering in 8 optimal positions for verifying the
performance and effectiveness of the suggested IMOAHA. The
statistical results with respect to three optimization objectives
are summarized in Table IV, from which we can learn that
the suggested IMOAHA has the highest performance on all
objectives.

TABLE IV
NUMERICAL RESULTS ACHIEVED BY DIFFERENT METHODS FOR CASE 2 (8

HOVERING POINTS).

Algorithm f1(bps) f2(J) f3(J)
MOGWO 11512.1090 2403.7444 74289.4416

MOCryStAl 4959.8427 9925.9969 86265.9054
MOAVOA 4753.8859 5969.7153 84679.0430
MOAOS 3690.1924 12000.1396 83208.7311
MOAHA 9743.3783 5148.5064 54138.2853

IMOAHA 15518.6787 156.9246 43270.9266
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Fig. 7. Transmission power consumed by all devices under different algo-
rithms in Case 2 (8 UAV hovering points).

Similarly, the solution distribution outcomes from various
approaches are displayed in Fig. 5. It can be seen from
these figures that, the suggested IMOAHA obtains the greater
performance since it is closer to PF. The movement path and
trajectory length of UAV in case 2 when it communicates with
farmland devices in different subarea are given in Fig. 6 and
Table III, respectively. Moreover, Fig. 7 provides the transmit
power of UAV in different trajectory segments obtained by
different approaches.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we investigate the UAV-assisted data collection
in agricultural IoTs, wherein a UAV is sent out to gather
data from IoT devices deployed in agriculture by planing its
trajectory. First, we formulate the UDCMOP to simultaneously
maximize the minimum transmit rate of devices, minimize the
total energy consumption of devices, and minimize the total
energy consumption of UAV. In an effort to solve this problem,
an IMOAHA with three improved strategies is proposed, in
which the hybrid initialization operator contributes to increase
the quality of initialization solutions, and Cauchy mutation
foraging operator is used to improve the ability of global
search of IMOAHA, as well as the discrete mutation operator
is benefit to optimize discrete solutions. Final, simulation
outcomes indicate that with respect to the transmit rate of
devices, and the total energy consumption of devices and UAV,
our proposed method outperforms other comparative methods,
including MOGWO, MOCryStAl, MOAVOA, MOAOS, and
conventional MOAHA.
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